Our 23 fast forward alumni have impacted 18.4 MILLION lives across the globe.
64% of Fast Forward's alumni raised over $750K within 12 months post-accelerator, a higher rate than Y Combinator and Techstars.

- **Fast Forward**: 64%
- Y Combinator: 40%
- Techstars: 48%

Raised over $750K

*Source: Kaji, "Are Startup Accelerators Worth It? Here's How Helpful They Are In Getting Funding"*

- **75%**: Median revenue growth
- **$28 million**: Raised in follow-on funding
- **65%**: Are solving a problem they personally experienced
- **78%**: Have at least one co-founder who is a woman or person of color
- **100%**: Are still in touch with Fast Forward mentors

**1,956,806** Lines of code written
**Cohort Achievements**

**Democracy Earth**
Democracy Earth piloted its incorruptible Blockchain-based voting technology for the Colombian peace referendum.

**CommonLit**
CommonLit won a $3.9 million grant from US Department of Education to grow its free online literacy platform and is now reaching 1 million students.

**TalkingPoints**
TalkingPoints scaled its multilingual parent-teacher communication platform to reach more than 20,000 families across 30 states in the US and Canada.

**One Degree**
One Degree expanded its platform to help people search and connect to social services in all nine Bay Area counties, doubling its geographic coverage in one year.
WattTime’s cleantech software helped organizations like Kaiser Permanente, University of California, and the City of Washington DC analyze and reduce emissions, automatically.

We The Protesters, the first US digital civil rights movement, was nominated for TechCrunch’s Social Impact Crunchie Award.

Noora Health’s patient care education platform was honored as one of Fast Company’s 50 Most Innovative Companies of 2016.

Stellar.org’s universal financial protocol enabled low-cost remittance payments in India, the Philippines, China, and Europe.
Cohort ACHIEVEMENTS

MEDIC MOBILE™

Medic Mobile launched a partnership with Living Goods and is serving more than 150,000 children in Uganda.

Callisto’s sexual assault reporting platform was made available to 14,500 students on college campuses in five states.

LEARN FRESH

Learn Fresh partnered with the Golden State Warriors and 12 other NBA teams to use the magic of sports to teach math.

moneythink

Moneythink piloted two new mobile fintech products for first-generation income earners and incoming college students.
**fast forward**

- Launched comprehensive directory of all the world's tech nonprofits
- Grew Budget by **60%**

**MileSTONES**

- Received Bay Area Jefferson Award for Public Service
- Nominated for TechCrunch's Social Impact Crunchie Award

**FORTUNE**

“Without Fast Forward, we wouldn’t be where we are today. They understand tech. They understand philanthropy. They understand impact. That’s transformative knowledge to tap for a young organization.

— Jared Chung, Founder

[Career Village.org](http://Career Village.org)

**QUARTZ**

“Silicon Valley wants to save the world by investing in nonprofits as if they were startups...”
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